Join our monthly Twitter forum & share ideas and support at #REchatUK

NATRE provides great resource ideas, networking and professional development opportunities; this and more is available through NATRE’s membership scheme.

NATRE – shaped by teachers for teachers! Follow us today! @NATREupdate

Primary and secondary focused NATRE membership package made for you starting your career in RE only £4.58 a month*

*Selected packages only

Join us today...
admin@natre.org.uk, www.natre.org.uk or give us a call on 0121 472 42 42
facebook.com/NATREupdate @NATREupdate

#REchatUK takes place on the first Monday of each month from 8pm – 9pm. Check out when the next #REchatUK is on @NATREupdate

To join in, follow #REchatUK and include the #REchatUK hashtag in your tweets

Primary and secondary focused NATRE membership only £6.25 a month to £10 a month*... costs less than a weekly fancy coffee!